New Books August 2022

The end of bias: can we change our minds?

The better angels of our nature: a history of violence and humanity

Am I normal?: the 200-year search for normal people (and why they don't exist)

Life isn't binary: on being both, beyond, and in-between

Black skin, white masks

Bi: the hidden culture, history and science of bisexuality

The new age of empire: how racism and colonialism still rule the world

The power of women: a doctor's journey of hope and healing
Kindred

The gendered brain: the new neuroscience that shatters the myth of the female brain

Wide Sargasso Sea

Daughters of Sparta: a tale of secrets, betrayal and revenge from mythology’s most vilified women

My brilliant friend

The gardens of Mars: Madagascar, an island story

Time’s monster: history, conscience and Britain’s empire

The patients’ story: Dr Radcliffe's legacy in the age of hospitals: excavations at the 18th-19th century Radcliffe Infirmary Burial Ground, Oxford